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Solido
Patient Overbed Table

The Solido, patient overbed table has a lightweight design and features
an eating board with height adjustment and tilting.

Gas spring assisted height
adjustment, with a height range of
700 mm - 1030 mm.

Stable shelf with preventative
guard rails.

Height adjustment
	Two piece tilting eating
board
solid and stable
construction
UNIVERSAL USE

Eating board height adjustment range of 330 mm.

	The ease of manipulation and ideal size of the
eating board allows it to be used as a stable
surface by the patient when eating.
	Two-piece titling eating board option allows
the patient to position the table at an angle for
activities such as reading or writing.
Flexibility of the Solido ensures it can be used
by the patient both in bed and when seated in
a chair.
	Low height of undercarriage allows use of
the Solido together with a wide range of bedframes.

STABILITY AND ROBUSTNESS
Solid construction ensures comfortable and
stable use for when eating or reading.
	Thanks to the solid frame it is possible to load
the eating board with up to 30 kg in the centre.
	Raised edges on the eating board provide a
preventative measure against items slipping
off the surface.
Smooth and non-absorbent surfaces ensure
that the Solido is easy to clean and decontaminate.
	Double castors and lightweight design make
the Solido easy to manoeuvre and control.

TechnicAL DATA
Eating board dimensions 		
Height of eating board 		
Underpassing height
(castors diameter 7,5 cm)		
Underpassing height
(castors diameter 5 cm)		
Max. load in the centre
of eating board		

12,8 cm
10,8 cm
30 kg

The Solido increases the comfort and independence
for the patient when seated in a chair.
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Easy adjustment of the eating board height.

87×43 cm
70 –103 cm

